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We investigate the role of high-level and low-level construals on decision-making when moral and immoral decisions are linked. We

find that people with a high-level construal are more likely to behave immorally when doing so supports a notion of the greater good

but not for personal gain alone.
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ExTENDED ABSTRACT
Moral principles (e.g., cheating is wrong, donating is good) can 

help guide decisions throughout life.  Recent research on construal-
level theory (CLT; Trope and Liberman 2003) in a moral domain 
has suggested that these general moral principles act as high-level, 
abstract constructs.  When events are construed at high levels (as 
opposed to low levels), there is an increased reliance on these moral 
principles for guidance. For instance, with higher construal levels, 
immoral acts were judged more harshly and moral acts more vir-
tuously, even when presented with mitigating information (Eyal, 
Liberman, and Trope 2008).  Similarly, it has been shown that people 
are more cooperative (Sanna et al. 2009) and more willing to help by 
answering a survey (Agerström and Björklund 2009) when a high-
level as opposed to low-level construal is activated.  In sum, previ-
ous research suggests that when faced with a single moral decision, 
consumers with high-level relative to low-level construals avoid be-
haviors that violate moral principles and engage in behaviors that 
support moral principles.

However, not all moral decisions occur in isolation.  Consumers 
sometimes encounter situations in which violating one moral prin-
ciple directly enables additional support for another moral principle.  
While past work on CLT explored events favoring a single moral 
principle, we investigate situations that pit immoral acts against 
moral acts.  In these situations, we find that people with a high-level 
construal are willing to violate moral principles in order to increase 
support for a greater cause, but not solely for personal gain.  Specifi-
cally, when high-level construals are activated, people are uncooper-
ative in order to help a charity (study 1) and while they will not lie for 
themselves alone, they will lie to help the less fortunate or to with-
hold help from wrongdoers who threaten the well-being of others 
(study 2).  We also find that when a low-level construal is activated, 
people are willing to engage in immoral behaviors for personal gain, 
with less regard for the overall impact.  We term the use of immoral 
acts by people with a high-level construal for the sake of helping the 
greater good, the Robin Hood effect.

Study 1 demonstrated the basic effect. Participants were primed 
with either a high or low-level construal (Freitas, Gollwitzer, and 
Trope 2004). Then, they played a computer-based fishing coopera-
tion game (Bargh et al. 2001; Sanna et al. 2009), purportedly with 
someone in another room. Real money was earned for each fish kept. 
Participants earned money for themselves or a charity, depending on 
the condition to which they were randomly assigned. In all condi-
tions, the “other participant” earned money for themselves. To pro-
mote cooperation, if the fish population dropped too low, then all 
profits were confiscated. Consistent with previous literature, when 
earning for themselves, high-level relative to low-level construals 
were more cooperative (kept fewer fish). However, we find that when 
earning money for a charity, high-level construals were less coopera-
tive (kept more fish). Said differently, a high-level construal led to 
uncooperative behavior when doing so meant that the greater good 
would benefit.

In study 2 we used a dishonesty paradigm adopted from work 
by Mazar, Amir, and Ariely (2008). Participants solved puzzles and 
were then primed with a high-level or low-level construal (Freitas 
et al. 2004). Next, they were asked to indicate how many puzzles 
they solved correctly so they could be paid for their performance 

(a quarter per correct answer, up to $5). The instructions varied by 
condition. In one payment condition (the benchmark), lying was not 
possible because the researcher graded the answers. Lying was pos-
sible in the other conditions because participants graded their own 
answers, destroyed the answer sheets, and indicated the number cor-
rect on a separate payment form. When the average that participants 
claimed to solve correctly was significantly lower or higher than the 
benchmark, lying was inferred. 

Consistent with past work, those with high-level (low-level) 
construals acted morally (immorally) and did not (did) lie for per-
sonal gain. In the other two payment conditions, participants read 
that $5 was set aside and they would earn a quarter for each cor-
rect answer with the remaining, unearned money donated to char-
ity. Thus, claiming few (many) correct answers resulted in larger 
(smaller) donations. The charity either granted wishes to ill children 
(good charity) or paid legal expenses for companies charged with 
environmental damage (bad charity). In both conditions, participants 
with high-level construals lied about the number of correct answers. 
When the charity was good, participants with high-level construals 
underreported the number correct. That is, they acted immorally, 
lied, and hurt themselves financially to ensure larger donations to the 
good charity. Donations would be made even without lying but they 
underreported so more would be donated. Conversely, for the bad 
charity, participants with high-level construals lied by overreporting 
the number correct. They were immoral, lied, and gained financially 
in order to reduce the donation to a charity that harms the greater 
good. When deception was possible, people with low-level constru-
als consistently lied by overreporting the number correct to the same 
extent, regardless the decision’s impact.

The findings add to the research on construal level’s impact on 
decision-making by demonstrating that activating high-level constru-
als do not always lead to adherence to moral principles. Instead, the 
Robin Hood effect shows that high-level construals can lead to im-
moral behaviors when violating moral principles benefits the greater 
good. This work also provides some insight into the day-to-day acts 
of dishonesty that one may justify in order to help the greater good to 
more extreme issues such as eco-terrorism in which environmental 
extremists attempt to advance their notion of a greater good (protect 
further environmental damage) by committing immoral acts (vandal-
ism) toward companies and individuals.
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